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Reviewers’ comments and Authors’ answers

We thank referee #1 for his/her comments

1. Abstract:
   (a) The introduction should be much shorter   DONE
   (b) The conclusions are irrelevant and missed the article main point. MODIFIED

2. Introduction
   (a) You should expend the introduction   DONE with respect of the n. of words permitted

3. Case presentation
   (a) "topical" instead of "topic". DONE
   (b) "intervals" should be omitted DONE
   (c) Please add lip histology and colonoscopy photographs of the patient Lip histology pictures were not available as the biopsy was performed in the Istituto Dermatologico dell’Immacolata in Rome and we were unable to contact the pathologist (although the report is in the text). We added a picture of the colonoscopy.

4. Conclusions
   (a) Should be short and pointed, with no reference MODIFIED, references erased

We thank referee #2 for his/her review.

We thank referee #3 for his/her comments. Here is the point-by-point answer:

1. The conclusions are too long compared to the case presentation and discussion and could be shortened. DONE
2. I would restrict Table 1 to the literature on the treatment of CG associated to CD. DONE although we reported also some GC in which gastrointestinal diseases or symptoms’ were not better described in the articles.

We thank referee #4 for his/her review